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VOICES 

12.  These are 12 responses to the question "What would you do differently?" All, is O.K. As hosts more often are. Mute 

some of the participants.. maybe 15 min discussion in small groups. We will consider the constitution carefully. In the 

zoom meeting with so many participants it is really hard to have a real discussion. Good to be together in Ohrid to 

have enough time for meetings and for discussions. When people are asked to introduce themselves they can maybe 

do that very shortly. Next time when we see each other we could save time by having the AM on Zoom after the 

meeting. Then we can use the time for more personal conversations when we meet. Sharing experiences and 

developing friendships.For Constitution changes use trial periods! Don't try to invent regulations for eternity. 

13. These are Suggestions about topics for next Annual Meetings Training standards - change of hours in competencies. 

More committees, constitution, how to share the Council duties with us. Psychodrama and Sociodrama Training. 

Countries should not interfere with each other's training, foreign trainers cannot open training, but they can be 

invited for workshops If there are already many educational institutes in a country. Training standards Constitution 

Psychodrama in social domain and community crisis. Clinical psychodrama. Constitution constitution constitution. 

One representative per institute and, if  possible, in every Committee. Training hours changing for competence result 

in psychodrama education. How do we want Fepto to develop? What is the vision for the futuré? Can we have a 

common project that does not focus on therapy? Moreno’s vision is much broader than that!. Think about a 

possibility of linking different institutes to each other in an informal way: have meeting tables, where they can come 

to appointments-on-line regarding: content, methods, techniques, action forms, written materials, etcetera; They can 

probably exchange trainers, literature, and hand outs in a later phase. Don't make formal FEPTO-clubs, but only 

FEPTO fire places on line! 

14. How do you feel about the postponement of the Conference and AM for next year ? Ok. I do not like it but I fully 

understand. Totally understand and agree. Hopeful we'll have a great Conference and a great AM next year!.Sad. I 

am sorry but know how necessary it is. So see you next year. I'm sorry, but it is necessary.Very comfortable.I am 

waiting!.I am happy because we have to take care of the people. I feel it was a good and relevant decision regarding 

the situation.Pity but inevitable..bad, of course but I hope we meet.I feel very motivated.It's a pity. We are victims of 

a global game that is not good. I am looking forward to meeting everyone in person next year, I work hard onliné 

with groups. But this is not a real meeting of people, or it doesn’t have enough space for all the debates. It has no 

real connéction. My opinion is that online communication/work with people /"online-Psychodrama" is artificial, not 

enough for real human connection. Well, that seems to be beyond our control but under the control of Covid-19. I 

accepted the fact and support the decision taken about the postponement. I think it was better to postpone until 

September. We don't know if the virus will be gone, so maybe the conference and the AM has to be postponed again. 

The only way....Nice decision!+.okay. very good  

15.  And OTHER COMENTS - Congratulations. It was a success. I am happy to see everyone together again. Thanks for all 

that was done!. Thank you for the amazing work and your dedication - feels great to be part of such a supportive and 

involved community!!! 

16. In small groups.. good luck and see you all!. I would like to have more time for discusion regarding constitution 

changes. Thank you for all the great work that you all did! Great team! A better sensitivity and more room for new to 

FEPTO 'habits' voices from the large groups of GA. A shorter time-table would have been more appreciated by me. I 

think it was a good meeting and I like it that we could do it this way. I hope people can join in the future in this way 

and that it is not necessary to be there live. In Zoom-time: I think it would be very nice to have an open - floor 

meeting with the Board once a month or every 2 months to have open discussions about issues that the Board or 

membership are concerned with. Thanks to the board for very professional work! Attention to small schools! 

Sometimes with good psychodrama-educators (TEPs). FEPTO is going to miss them in committees, Conference, AM, 

Network groups and otherwise, because of the expenses.  Try to get in touch with different schools by means of 

Internet, Zoom, Team, etc. Thank you!! 

 


